
CSSK50FAT
- You can set attachments directly on the belt depending on your purposes.
- It's possible to pitch-feeding with high accuracy by using Servomotor or  

Stepper motor. Please contact us to select the motor when you use by  
pitch-feeding.

- You can set attachments with exclusive nuts of this belt, 10mm pitch in the
conveyance direction and 25mm in the width direction.(Select two types of
nuts, brass or stainless)

CSQ88
- This conveyor is equipped with clean table top chain made of plastic or  

stainless steel for transport table.
- It's suitable for carrying the metal works with burrs.
- This conveyor is hygienic , excellent in corrosion-resistant and keeping  

clean for a long time, because plastic chain (P) or stainless chain (S)  
is used for transport table chain.

- Plastic chain (P) can transport without damaging works and stainless  
chain (S) is suitable for carrying the metal works with burrs.

CSW62A
- This conveyor is with double speed roller chain.
- It’s suitable for transporting wide works or containers as the  

accumulating conveyor.
- Conveyance speed is 2.5 times faster than normal chain speed.
- Appropriate for using a free flow line by fixing stoppers, and  

positioning apparatus on the conveyor frame.

CSW103
- This big conveyor for an heavy objects is with No50 double speed  

roller chain.
- Can select from two types of roller chain on the conveyance  

plate, resin chain or steel chain.
- The conveyance weight per 1m is 160 kg for resin chain and  

320kg for steel roller chain.Maximum conveyance weight is up to  
690 kg (Depending on conveyance speed)

- The standard coveyor has Resin guide for transporting pallet.
- Safety cover and cross roller is utilized originally.

CSB30
- This small conveyor with head drive consists of 2 lines of the timing belt.
- You can chage the position of driving motor where you want.
- Available to use as a non-slip belt conveyor with one belt.

Please leave the Engineering Conveyor to NKE !
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- Can transport works with different width by attaching variable width  
machanism.

- This picture shows manual variable width machanism by handles.
- Can also make auto Variable width machanism with motor, inspite of  

handles.

- Can set attachment with screws on the timing belt.
- It's possible to pitch-feeding with high accuracy by using Stepper motor.

- It's suitalbe for transport the works with burrs or edges before process-
ing by using stainless top chain.

- Customized multi-row conveyor for transporting various size of works.

- This module can pille up the containers (pallet) with stacking and  
un-stacking units.

- Standard model has 3 types, Vertical type, U-Shape type and  
Straight Line type.

- This small conveyor is with No.30 double speed chain.
- For strengthen the safty measures, the cover is equipped with the  

cover not to be caught in.

- This Module is with No.50 large double speed chain.
- This transpor line is combined with module.

Traverser

Lifter Module

Transport Module

Two Lines of timing belt conveyor with variablewidth Pitch-feeding conveyor with attachments

Table top chain conveyor with multi-row Tray changer

Double speed chain with increased safety Module with double speed chain

Can make your own customized conveyor
by using NKE’s engineering conveyor


